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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
How many countries are there in Africa, according to the UN?
54
In the nursery rhyme, after Polly put the kettle on who took it off again ?
Sukey
Which word goes before vest, beans and quartet?
String.
Why, it is rumoured, did Steve Jobs have such an affinity for turtle necks and touch screens?
He was afraid of buttons. (Koumpounophobia)
Which famous characters go by the motto, 'All for one and one for all'?
The Three Musketeers
In literature, who owns a cat called Crookshanks?
Hermione Granger (from the Harry Potter series)
What was the 1st human invention that broke the sound barrier?
The whip
Which breed of dog has breeds called Welsh, Scottish and Irish?
Terrier
Solve the anagram: No city dust here.
The country side.
Who established a timber provision outpost in George in 1776?
The Dutch East India Company.

CONNECTIONS
1. What forms when water vapour in the atmosphere turns into tiny ice crystals that stick together?
Snow
2. Sir Paul McCartney has a daughter who is a fashion designer. What is her first name?
Stella
3. What do you call the coloured circle often seen around and close to a luminous body that is caused by diffraction produced by
suspended droplets or occasionally particles of dust.

Corona
4. What is the largest cat species in the world?
Tiger
5. What was the surname of the fictitious novelist who partnered with Detective Kate Becket in the TV series that also
carried his name?
Castle
6. What is the capital of China's northernmost province? (Clue: It is known as the Ice City of China.)
Harbin
7. What peak can be seen to the left of Table Mountain when you are standing at the V&A Waterfront?
Devil's Peak.
8. What is the last name of the actor who played Michael Scofield in the TV series Prison Break?
Miller (Wentworth Miller)
9. What do you call the second moon when two full moons occur in the same month?
Blue Moon
10. What do all the answers in this category have in common?
They are all types of beer.

SPORTS, HOBBIES AND LEISURE
1. Which corporation supplies the Premier League's official ball?
Nike

2. What is ex Belfast Giant's ice hockey goalie Chris Truehl allergic to?
Ice (he's very sensitive to cold temperatures and has to keep moving on the ice all the time or he breaks out in
hives.)
3. How many rounds are there in an Olympic boxing match?
Four.
4. What do opposite sides on a dice total?
Seven.
5. The Nursery End, the Pavilion End and St John`s Road are all linked with which sporting ground?
Lords
6. What is usually balanced on a spoon in the traditional race game played in boeresport?
An egg.
7. When can a chess player moves two pieces at the same time?
When castling.
8. How much do you get for passing go in Monopoly?
R200 (or dollars)
9. Who captained the winning team in the 2015 Rugby World Cup?
Richie McCaw
10. How many events are there in a decathlon?
Ten
THINGS YOU THINK YOU KNOW
1. How long did the hundred years war last?
116 years
2. What colour makes bulls angry?
None. They are colour blind. They react to the movement.
3. What kind of creature is a geoduck? (pronounce gooey duck)
A large clam.
4. How long is a goldfish's memory?
Up to 5 months (not 3 seconds).
5. In which month do Russians celebrate the October Revolution?
November
6. What is the longest animal in the world?
The bootlace worm or ribbon worm. (Record length of 55m). It's found in the sea.
7. The Canary Islands in the Atlantic are named after what type of animal?
Dogs. From the latin word for dogs (canaria) due to the presence of large dogs on the island when the Europeans
arrived.
8. What was King George VI's first name?
Albert (Albert Frederick Arthur George Windsor - married to the Queen Mother)
9. What is the tallest mountain in the world from base to summit?
Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii
10. What is the colour of the black box in a commercial airplane?
Orange.

MUSIC
1. Complete the sentence in this Elton John lyric: It's a little bit funny…
This feeling inside.
2. Name the song and artist: "Oh, caught up in an endless scene. Yeah, paradise and shattered dream."
Edie (Ciao Baby), The Cult
3. Name the song and ORIGINAL artist: "This is what we've waited for. This is it boys, this is war!"
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99 Red balloons, Nena.
Which singer’s real name is Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta?
Lady Gaga
Name the song and artist: "I go on too many dates, but I can't make them stay."
Shake it off, Taylor Swift
Complete the sentence in this Queen lyric: "One dream, one soul…"
One prize, one goal.
Which Beatle led the way across the zebra crossing on the Abbey Road album cover?
John Lennon
Name the song and artist: ""Born down in a dead man's town, the first kick I took was when I hit the ground."
Born in the USA. Bruce Springsteen
Name the song and artist: "There's those thinking more or less less is more, but if less is more how're you keeping
score?
Society, Eddie Vedder
What's the next sentence in this Mumford and Sons song: "Well it's not your fault, but mine".
And it was your heart on the line.

